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John Barter       Art Zeile    

Chairman of the Board     Chief Executive Officer 

DHI Group, Inc. (DHX)     DHI Group, Inc. (DHX) 

 

As an Owner (Analyst), I’m communicating with you about the Strategic Direction of DHX.   

 

On one hand, you have the strategy of TCS Capital.  DHX should “run a leaner, more profitable company, focused on 

free cash flow and significant return of capital to shareholders.”  TCS Capital strongly believes that if DHX “decides to 

focus on significantly shrinking its public float, driving free cash flow and paying special dividends, its equity value 

would increase quickly and substantially.”    

 

Who can argue with the logic?  In fact, it’s the only prudent approach, because if you don’t get the Corporate Strategy 

right, you’re basically managing the “runoff” of an organization.  Eventually, the organization becomes less relevant in 

the market and the revenue starts declining at an increasing rate.  You might as well maximize the return of capital to 

the shareholder.  However, this approach assumes you can’t develop the right Corporate Strategy for an organization. 
 

On the other hand, the strategy of TCS Capital sure beats the delusional strategy of the current leadership of DHX.  I 

don’t care how well DHX engineers the next software update, it will never take meaningful share from LinkedIn.  

DHX simply can’t match the software, engineering expertise of MSFT, nor the financial resources of MSFT.  In fact, 

without a correction to its Corporate Strategy, the revenue erosion is just beginning for the DHX organization.   

 

The leadership of DHX has a fiduciary responsibility to develop a better understanding of the market position (power) 

of LinkedIn.  It’s called competitive analysis.  No other platform comes close to matching the career development 

services offered to the market.  Just examine the depth of the Workforce Report published by LinkedIn every month. 

 

Art, my “next generation” strategy is more in-depth than you realize.  But at the core, it remains very simple.  It’s 

predicated on the maxim: “if you can’t beat them, join them.”  And if you plan on joining them, then you better 

understand what they need in the market.  In this case, I understand a specific need of the LinkedIn platform.  And I 

want to work with DHX to present my partnership argument to Microsoft (MSFT) / LinkedIn.  However, regardless of 

your response to my strategy, I’ve already started the following argument with MSFT.   

 

With a small investment from MSFT, and a substantial investment from me (relatively speaking), I could take effective 

control of the DHX organization, especially considering the ownership group (TCS Capital, Nantahala Capital, 

Dimensional Funds, Sterling Capital, Renaissance Technologies, Millennium Management, Archon Capital).  After 

taking effective control, I would redirect the DHX organization to partner with MSFT – not compete against it.  The 

DHX organization would leverage a relationship with MSFT by forming a Private / Public Partnership with the Trump 

Administration, specifically the Department of Education and the Department of Labor.  

DHX would work with the Trump Administration and get LinkedIn established as the Career Development Platform of 

the U.S. Government, developing the “next generation” of skilled labor through a “grass roots” effort with higher 

education, including universities, community colleges, trade-schools, coding schools and even high-schools. 

As an extension of the LinkedIn, Workforce Report, DHX would reach out to the “next generation” during a critical 

time in their career development by teaching and selling a great opportunity within the workforce.  Objectively, 
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trying to better “prepare” (match) the employment needs of labor (job seeker) with the labor needs of capital 

(employer) – while reaching out to the “next generation” during a very impressionable stage of career development! 

 

The common equity of DHX trades publicly, which provides liquidity to any MSFT investment in DHX, which 

minimizes the risk of any MSFT investment.  If the investment thesis doesn’t play out according to plan, then liquidate 

the MSFT investment in DHX.  Regardless, it’s a very small amount relative to the changes in corporate equity 

investments over the last two years for MSFT, especially considering the total investment capital of MSFT. 

 

With a small investment from MSFT, with minimal risk to MSFT, I’m confident I could take effective control of DHX 

and redirect the organization to establish LinkedIn as the Career Development Platform for the U.S. Government and 

higher education, including universities, community colleges, trade-schools, coding schools and even high-schools. 

 

The “next generation” requires a more “grass roots” approach to teaching and selling the great opportunity in the 

workforce.  Small investment – minimal risk – “huge” return!  Too good to be true?  Or worth the risk? 

 

Like I said, I really want to work with DHX and present a unified argument to MSFT.  But I’ve already started my 

argument with MSFT, regarding a partnership between DHX and LinkedIn.  

 

Respectfully, 

Ken Copley 

Capital Executive LLC 
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